
















































MaraaEnTB 

Politics and politicians Mirbcau characterized in the 
following sentences : 

Look at the employer; sure he tries to sit heavy on your 
back but he is a man like you. One can speak to him, move 
him, threaten him, kill him. He has at least a visage. But 
go and move this being without visage called politician f Go 
kill this thing called politics-this slimy, slippery thinif which 
yotl think you hold and which always escapes you, which _you 
believe dead and which always comes to life again. This 
abominable thing by which everything ha.a been debased, 
everything corrupted, everything bought, everything sold
justice, love, beautyl-which has made venality of conscience 
a national institution; which has done worse stilJ, since with 
its filthy slaver it has befouled the august face of the poor! 
Worse still, since it has ,destroyed in you your last ideal-
faith in revolution. 
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ANARCHIST MORALITY 
BY PETD KROPOTltlN 

(Conclusion) 
VIII. 

T
HUS far, our anatisis has but set forth the simple

principles of equah�. We have revolted and in'1ted 
others to revolt, against those who assume the nght 

to treat their fellow� otherwise than they would like to be 
treated themselves ; against those, who not themselves 
wishing to be deceived, exploited, prostituted or ill-used, 
yet beliave thus to others. Lying, brutality and so forth 
are repulsive, we have said, not because they are disap
proved by codes of morality-a fig for codes-but be
cause such conduct revolts the sense of equality in every 
one to whom equality is not an empty word; and above 
all does it revolt him who is a true Anarchist in his way 
of thinking and acting. 

If nothing but this simple, natural principle were ge� 
erally applied in life, a very lofty morality would be the 
result; a morality comprising all that moralists have 
taught. 

The principle of equality sums up the teachings of 
· moralists. But it also contains something more. This
something more is respect for the individual. By pro
claiming our morality of equality or Anarchism, we re
fuse to assume a right whidl moralists have always taken
upon themselves to claim, that of mutilating the in�ivid�
in the name of some ideal. We do not r� this
riiht at all, for ourselJ� or any one· else.
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